NOWADAYS
A certain artificiality has been discarded, and the code nowadays
has such a strong basis of sense and honesty that it is unlikely we
shall ever abandon it. During a Wings for Victory week in London
last March, a day which began with a mild air-raid at about I a.m.,
I had a sudden impulse to go with Kate Mary after lunch for a look
at the Stirling on view in what had been St. Paul's Churchyard.
She had come to bring me a tin of pimento in conscientious re-
payment of the pair of woollen stockings (whole and without
darns) which I had given her when her doctor had suddenly ordered
her off for a week's holiday to Scotland during the cold weather.
Rashly she had promised me half her kingdom to help her out,
but I, a perfect lady, had said a tin of pimento would be enough
because I had never cared for those particular stockings—they
scratched my legs. However, I had not expected the tin to be
quite so small and was able to say so, politely, under the new code;
and Kate agreed and said I should have another as soon as she could
get it.
I was glad to be seeing St. Paul's, for the first time since the
raids, in dais exhilarating atmosphere of bands and crowds, bombers
covered with savings stamps, flags fluttering, Wings for Victory .. .
Otherwise it would have been a shock a thousand times worse than
the sight of my own home gutted out with blackened walls and
no roof. St. Paul's did not seem quite like St. Paul's with open
fields and spaces surrounding it where once had been the little shops
of Paternoster Row pressing filially close around, blocking out
the view—too wide a view now, where we could hardly have
crammed in even half a Stirling before. But one noticed on that
special day the mirade of how the Cathedral had escaped, rather
than the desolation of what had been destroyed. There was too
much stir and sunshine in the air, for brooding. Though I still
cannot quite understand how and why Kate departed afterwards
with a bottle of liquid paraffin (unwrapped) which I gave her for
my share of the taxi-fare home, saying earnestly and honestly:
"I do, I do prefer it to Petrolagar—anyone will tefl you! It's not
a sacrifice at all" And the outing ended on 'that slightly crazy
note, for she took the bottle, naked as it was, to hear a foreigner
give a lecture on English literature which, she had been specially
begged to attend: "Nothing could encourage him more, you see,
Madam, because of your uncle."
Perhaps I had better explain that Kate is a niece of Somerset
Maugham, and therefore by tolerable reasoning might be supposed
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